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Light is one of the most important environmental
factors that affect plant growth and development, and it
is also the main energy source for plants and other living
things. Plants use light to assimilate inorganic matter into
organic matter through photosynthesis and store them in
the form of chemical energy. As an environmental signal,
light mediates the whole process of plant growth and
development, from seed germination, seedling growth to
plant reproduction, senescence and dormancy [1].

Effects of Light Intensity on Plant Growth
and Development
Light intensity is a major ecological factor affecting plant
growth. Plants respond to different light intensity through
genetic adaptability and phenotypic adaptability [2]. As a
regulatory signal in the entire life of plants, light regulates
the growth and development of plants [1].
Research shows that the transition from vegetative growth
to reproductive growth requires certain conditions, which
indicates that the vegetative growth and reproductive
growth of plants are coordinated and mutually restricted.
At the same time, plants also need to adapt to the external
conditions, in which light is the most important factor
[1]. For example, radishes need a period of long sunshine
to sprout and blossom, while chrysanthemums need a
shorter sunshine for buddings. If the light intensity is
insufficient, the photosynthetic rate will be reduced, and
the yield of cucumber will be affected. Light not only
affects plant height, leaf area, plant dry matter weight
and other biomass, but also strongly affects plant flower
bud differentiation, delay flowering and fruit ripening
and other physiological phenomena [3]. Sufficient light
intensity promotes flower budding and fruit maturity and
improves the quality of fruit. Enhanced light has an effect
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on phenotypic process of plants including flowering period
of plants and number of flowers as well [2].
Due to the difference in genotypes, different plants
have different levels of adaptability to light intensity. The
long-term adaptation of plants to light intensity is often
manifested in morphogenesis, such as the growth of
aboveground parts, root morphology, leaf microstructure
[4]. The light intensity also has a certain effect on the
biomass accumulation and distribution of plants [5].

Molecular Mechanism of Light Intensity
Affecting Plant Development
Light can be recognized and accepted by light receptors.
According to the wavelength of perceived light,
photoreceptors can be divided into three categories: The
red and far-infrared photoreceptors (phytochromes,
PHY A-E), blue/ultraviolet (UV-A) cryptochromes (CRY1
and CRY2), phototropins (photot1 and photot2), and
UV-B receptor uvr8 [6,7]. Complex and strictly regulated
photoresponse networks sense light signals through
specific photoreceptors, and then transmit them to light
regulatory factors to regulate the expression of related
genes [8-10].
It has been found that plants mainly respond to the light
signals received by phytochrome to regulate the expression
of related genes through two signal transduction pathways:
Constitutively Photomorphogenic/Deeitiolated/FUSCA
(COP/DET/FUS) complex pathway and Phytochrome
Interacting Factors (PIFs) pathway [11,12], proteins of both
pathways are inhibitors of plant photomorphogenesis.
In dark environment, phytochrome exists in cytoplasm
as Pr type in a physiological inactive state. At this time,
the COP/DET/FUS complexes and PIFs proteins in
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the nucleus inhibit the expression of genes related
to photomorphogenesis. However, when the settings
change from dark to light, the phytochrome absorbs red
light and transforms into Pfr type with physiological
activity and quickly gets transferred to the nucleus, which
inhibits the activity of COP/DET/FUS complexes and
PIFs proteins, thus activating the expression of genes
involved in photomorphogenesis. As a signal center in
cells, PIFs gather multiple signal transduction pathways
and participate multiple gene transcription networks, thus
affecting many aspects of morphogenesis downstream.

Response of Non-coding RNA to Light
Intensity
Depending on whether RNA itself has the ability to
encode proteins, RNA can be divided into coding RNAs
and non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). More and more studies
showed that ncRNA plays an important role in regulating
gene expression at various levels during the growth and
development of eukaryotes [13]. MicroRNA(miRNA), long
non-coding RNA (lncRNA) and circular RNA (circRNA)
are the three most widely studied ncRNAs. Studies have
shown that plant miRNA, lncRNA and circRNA play an
important role in regulating plant growth and development
as well as various stress responses [14,15].
Plant miRNAs are often upregulated or down regulated
under stress. For example, Li et al. [16] found that miR169
was down regulated under drought stress, which increases
the transcription level of nuclear factor ya5 (nfya5) in an
abscisic acid (ABA) - dependent manner. Studies showed
that lncRNA also respond to kinds of stress. Zhang et
al. [17] reported that maize lncRNAs are responsive to
drought stress.
MicroRNAs could also play an important role in
radiation-induced changes in gene expression, hence it
is critical for the manifestation of light-induced cellular
phenotypes and physiological responses [18]. Recently,
Dong et al. [19] found microRNAs in tomato leaves showing
differential expression patterns under different light
qualities. While, a novel mechanism, miRNA-biogenetic
inconsistency triggered by light was accounted for the
intricacy of miRNA biogenesis during de-etiolation [20].
Until now, there are few reports about lncRNAs related
to light treatment. HIDDEN TREASURE 1 was described
as a positive regulator of photomorphogenesis under red
light treatment [21]. Recently, Sun et al. [22] identified a
blue light-induced lncRNA that plays a role in blue lightdirected plant photomorphogenesis.

CircRNA May Play an Important Role in
Response to Light Treatment
CircRNA is a special class of endogenous closed-loop
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ncRNAs, which is a new research hotspot of ncRNA family
after miRNA and lncRNA [23]. CircRNA is a class of RNA
molecules with extremely high stability because its 3’ and
5’ ends are connected by a covalent bond [24]. Studies have
shown that circRNA is widely distributed and ubiquitous
in eukaryotes [25]. Although circRNAs have been shown to
play an important role in the regulation of gene expression,
most of their functions remain unknown.
In recent years, studies have shown that plant circRNA
can respond to a variety of environmental stresses. He
et al. [26] found that circRNAs in grass carp in response
to GCRV infection. While some studies discovered that
circRNAs in maize, Arabidopsis and wheat could response
to drought stress [27,28]. Zhu et al. [29] identified a
large number of cucumbers circRNAs and revealed their
possible biological roles in response to salt stress.
In “Systematic identification and analysis of lightresponsive circular RNA and co-expression networks in
lettuce (Lactuca sativa)”, Yang et al. [30] studied light
response circRNA. This is the first report of circRNA
in plant light response. In this study, Hong Kong Glass
lettuce were treated under 60 ± 2 µmol·m–2·s–1, 175 ± 2
µmol·m–2·s–1 and 340 ± 2 µmol·m–2·s–1 light intensity. Using
RNA deep sequence technology, 9 circRNAs libraries were
constructed, 1650 circRNAs were identified. The results
showed that 119 circRNAs were shared among the three
treatment groups, and 484, 537, and 334 circRNAs were
specific to the treatment groups. In order to verify the
authenticity of the identified circRNA, specific primers
were used in amplifying 10 circRNAs. The results of GO/
KEGG analysis suggested that chloroplast related genes
played an important role in the light response of lettuce
leaves, especially sensitive to circRNA related regulation.
Finally, a Light-responsive circRNA–miRNA–mRNA coexpression network was concluded.

Conclusion
The work of Yang et al. [30] revealed the light response
circRNA for the first time and found some candidate
circRNAs. However, how these circRNAs respond to
light intensity and what are their targets and many other
unknowns require further study.
Altogether, the discovery of photoresponse circRNAs
will provide a new direction for further understanding the
mechanism of plant light regulation.
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